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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Guła's theorem is wider than the Pythagoras’s  

theorem. 

Theorem about the primitive Pythagorean triple gives all 
primitive solutions of the Pythagoras's equation, namely 

 

    
     

 
 
     

 
                      

In this work we have the proper proof of FLT. In       
we have the proof of another hypothesis, not for        

The Goldbach’s Conjecture is one of the oldest and 

best-known unsolved problems in number theory and all 

of mathematics. It states: Every even integer greater than 2 

can be expressed as the sum of two primes.       Proof of 

the Goldbach's Conjecture is based on theorems  1  and  2.  
 

II. THE GUŁA’S THEOREM 

            For each given                 or  for 

each given               there exist finitely many pairs  

       of positive integers such that   

   
    

  
 
 

  
    

  
 
 

            
 

 
      

 

 
                =                ,  

where         and        and -   
 

 
            with 

even    or              with odd                and        

This is the theorem. 

             For each pair         of the relatively 

prime natural numbers     and     such that       is 
positive and odd there exists exactly one a primitive 

Pythagorean triple                     and  each the 
primitive Pythagorean triple arises exactly from one pair  
       of the relatively prime natural numbers     and     

such that       is positive and odd. Hence–For each 

equation                   of the relatively prime 

odd natural numbers     and     such that        and  of 

the relatively prime natural numbers     and     such that  

     is positive and odd there exists exactly one the 

primitive Pythagorean triple      
     

 
 
     

 
  

                   and  each this primitive 
Pythagorean triple arises exactly from one equation  
                 of the relatively prime odd 

natural numbers     and     such that        and  of the 

relatively prime natural numbers     and     such that  

     is positive and odd.  

This is the theorem. 

III. THE PROPER PROOF OF THE FERMAT’S 

LAST THEORE 

            For all               and  for all  

                             

        Suppose that for some               and for 

some                               

If          then 

                         

which is inconsistent with             

Thus it must be                              

Hence – For some                              

                    
                   
                             

At present we assume that       and     are coprime. Then 

only one number out of a hypothetical solutions           
is even. Thus we can assume that                    

Let                                         
                                                   

Every even number which is not the power of number     

has odd prime divisor, hence sufficient that we prove  FLT  

for       and  for odd prime numbers              



                     Let the equation            

has primitive solutions                    It is easy to 

verify that                 inasmuch as                

with         which is obviously. Therefore – For some  

               such that the numbers     and     are 

coprime and the number       is positive and odd   

                         

                
                        

                            

On the strength of  the             we obtain 

   
             

     
             

 
             

     
             

                                   Suppose that the 

equation                   has primitive solutions.  

We assume that the number     is minimal.      

The hypothesis       and            are different       
because the number                           with  

                                            

On the strength of the              we obtain – For some 

coprime                 and  for some relatively prime  

               and  for some                 and  

for some mutually relatively prime                   
such that the numbers                are positive 

and odd  and               

       
        

 
 

        

 
          

                         

            

       
     

 

 
     

 
           

                 
     

 

 
        

 
 

        

 
      

                  

     
     

 
        

     
     

 
          

                

                          

which is inconsistent with minimal      □   

                     Without loss for this proof we 

can assume that          In view of       we will have –  

For some       and  for some                     
and  for some                       

                      

          
                   

          
      

      

 
 

 
          

   

 
         

                

                      

                                 

 
   

 
                

         
     

      

            
   

 
         

                 

                     

                    

          

 
      

 
                  

                 
      

 
              

                        

   

   
      

   
              

   

               
   

 
                 

          
      

      
         

                                           



If         , then  

                              

  
              

                             

If         , then  

                              

  
              

                             

If         , then  

                              

  
              

                             

For some       and  for some                     
such that           and     are coprime   

                
                      
            

                               

For some       and  for some                     
such that           and     are coprime   

                                 

    
                       

          

                       

            

                     

which is inconsistent with           □   

                              

For some       and  for some                     
such that           and     are coprime   

                                     

    
                        
   
        

                    
           

             

                          

which is inconsistent with           This is the proof.  

          If              and                
and            and               then  

 
           

 
                        

which is obviously. 

This is the remark.  

IV. THE PROOF OF THE GOLDBACH’S 

CONJECTURE 

               For all               and  for some  

                      

                       

It is easy to verify that for each               there 

exists               and  there exist          

                              
                

This is the proof.  

On the strength of  the                 and  of the above 

proof of the Goldbach’s Conjecture we obtain –  

           For all         and  for some relatively 

prime                 such that       and       is 

positive  and  odd        

    
   

 
 
 

  
   

 
 
 

      

      
     

 
 
     

 
 

                        
                      
                        

                      

Tis is the theorem.  
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